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About every 10 years there is an evacuation 
tragedy that gets national or international 
attention. Looking back in time, there was 
the Westgate Shopping Mall terrorist attack 
in Africa in 2013, the Station Night Club 
fire in Rhode Island in 2003, the Dusseldorf 
Airport fire in Germany in 1996, and the 
King’s Cross subway fire in London in 1987. 
For each of these incidents, better evacuation 
signage would have resulted in fewer injuries 
and fatalities. Here is information that you 
can use to improve emergency evacuation 
signage for your customers.
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About every 10 years there is an evacuation 
tragedy that gets national or international 
attention. Looking back in time, there was 
the Westgate Shopping Mall terrorist attack 
in Africa in 2013, the Station Night Club 
fire in Rhode Island in 2003, the Dusseldorf 
Airport fire in Germany in 1996, and the 
King’s Cross subway fire in London in 1987. 
For each of these incidents, better evacuation 
signage would have resulted in fewer injuries 
and fatalities. Here is information that you 
can use to improve emergency evacuation 
signage for your customers.

By Mark Conroy

Terminology
A “Means of Egress” is a path taken by a person to travel from 

any point in a building to a safe location outside. A means of egress 
would typically include hallways, corridors, stairways, and lobbies. 
A means of egress includes the “Exit Access”, which is the path that 
leads to an exit. The Exit, the Means of Egress, and the Exit Access 
must be marked with appropriate signage.
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Editorial

Article 1

Fire Extinguishers for Restaurants
By Mark Conroy

Continued on page 6

Reader Feedback
The following letter to the editor appeared in the January/February issue of the NFPA Journal magazine.  
Published on January 1, 2020.

According to the United States Fire 
Administration (USFA), an estimated 5,600 
restaurant fires are reported to the fire 
department each year (latest statistics from 
2011 to 2013). The leading cause was cooking 
operations, which accounted for 64% of 
those fires. Since restaurant fires occur on a 
fairly regular basis, it makes sense that fire 
extinguishers are installed to keep people safe 
and reduce losses. 

Dry Chemical Extinguishers
Everyone knows that fire extinguishers 

are required in restaurants, but which ones 

and how many is usually the question. When 
approaching a customer with a commercial 
cooking operation, such as a restaurant or 
cafeteria, inform him that all buildings have 
Class A fire hazards and that is why installing 
multipurpose dry chemical extinguishers, 
throughout the dining area and other 
areas outside of the kitchen cooking area, 
is necessary. Let him know that these 
extinguishers are ABC rated dry chemical 
extinguishers and are intended for most fires, 
except fires involving cooking grease. The 
main thing is to let him know there will be no 
point more than 75 ft from an extinguisher. AX411

The importance of the 90-minute battery 
load test for exit signs
To the editor:

I read with interest your recent “Perspectives” interview 
on dynamic emergency exit signage (“Exiting Smarter,” 
November/December). It is great to see that NFPA is 
thinking outside the box and that there is likely to be new 
annex material on dynamic exit signage in the next edition 
of NFPA 101®, Life Safety Code®.

The article was thought provoking, and it made me think 
about the problems in the field regarding exit lighting and 
emergency lighting with battery backup. This might be a 
good time to remind building owners and fire inspectors of  
 

the need to make sure the annual 90-minute battery load 
test is being conducted.

Although there is a monthly 30-second test that is 
required, it is not a substitute for the battery load test. That 
test is designed to identify the need for replacing burned 
out lamps, dead batteries, and other deficiencies that leave 
the unit inoperable. The 90-minute test checks long-term 
functionality of the battery, based on the need for required 
illumination for an hour and a half. Any battery that doesn’t 
meet that criterion must be replaced. Your local fire equipment 
distributor will likely have technicians who are trained and 
qualified to conduct these tests to the NFPA 101 criteria.

Power outages occur frequently due to weather, natural 
and manmade disasters, and as a result of our aging 
infrastructure. And when a power outage occurs, we expect 
the exit signs to remain illuminated and the emergency 
lighting to come on and illuminate the egress path. I 
encourage building owners and managers to schedule testing 
for 2020 now and for authorities having jurisdiction to look 
for documentation that the 90-minute test was conducted 
during building inspections. A cooperative effort will help 
ensure that we are able find the exits and see our way out of 
buildings during a power outage. F
Mark Conroy is an engineer in our Boston office and a member of two NFPA 
technical committees and an alternate member on a third technical committee.

22435B

AX411

22435B
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Feature Article Cont’d

Emergency Evacuation: Installing Directional 
Exit Signage Saves Lives
EXIT Signs

All exits (except the main doors that are obvious exits) are 
required to be provided with “EXIT” signs that are readily 
visible from any direction of travel. Additionally, the path 
that leads to the exit is required to be marked by exit signs 
and directional signs. These locations are typically marked 
with traditional illuminated EXIT signs.

Directional Signage
Directional signage is required wherever the direction of 

travel to reach the nearest exit is not apparent. These signs 
have a directional indicator showing the direction of travel 
for building evacuation. They are required in every location 
where the travel direction is not apparent, such as where 
corridors have a change in direction and stairwells.

Pictogram Signage
In recent years, pictograms have become available and 

are used frequently for exits and directional evacuation 
signage. A pictogram is a sign with a picture or image. 
Some of these signs also contain the word “EXIT”. A typical 
pictogram for directional signage shows an image of a man 
running through a doorway with an arrow pointing the way 
outdoors (see Figure A). A typical sign for an exit shows the 
same running man with the word “EXIT” (see Figure B). 
The allowance and use of these signs has become codified 
in NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, which refers to NFPA 170, 
Standard for Fire Safety and Emergency Symbols. NFPA 170 
provides many sketches of pictograms that can be used for 
emergency evacuation signs.

OSHA Requirements
The federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

also has requirements for employers to provide directional 
signage for employee evacuation from buildings. According 
to OSHA, if the direction of travel is not immediately 
apparent, signs are required to indicate the direction of 
travel to the nearest exit. Also exit signs must always clearly 
be visible.

Your technicians are most likely servicing the fire 
protection features of buildings on their service routes. 
Make sure they are also evaluating the EXIT and directional 
signage for all the buildings they visit. Installing 
appropriate directional signage that shows the direction 
of travel for evacuation will not only improve safety for 
building occupants, it will make your customers code 
compliant, and improve your revenues. F
Mark Conroy is an engineer and code consultant in our in our Boston office

Signs with Arrows. A sign with directional 
indicator showing the direction of travel is required in 
every location where the direction of travel to reach the 
nearest exit is not apparent. [101, 7.10.2.1]

Directional Pictogram Signs. Where 
approved by the authority having jurisdiction, 
pictograms in compliance with NFPA 170 shall be 
permitted [101, 7.10.3.2]

Figure A 
Directional Pictogram

Figure B 
EXIT Pictogram

OSHA Signage for Exit Routes. If the 
direction of travel to the exit or exit discharge is not 
immediately apparent, signs must be posted along 
the exit access indicating the direction of travel to the 
nearest exit and exit discharge. Additionally, the line-of-
sight to an exit sign must clearly be visible at all times. 
[OSHA CFR29, 1910.37(b)(4)]

Pictograms are permitted to be used in lieu of, or in 
addition to, signs with text.  [101, A.7.10.3.2] 

EXIT Signs. New sign placement shall be such that 
no point in an exit access corridor is in excess of the 
rated viewing distance or 100 ft (30 m), whichever is 
less, from the nearest sign. [101, 7.10.1.5.2]
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Article 2

Revising NFPA 10, Status Report

NFPA 10, Standard for 
Portable Fire Extinguishers is 
undergoing a revision. The first 
meeting of the NFPA Technical 
Committee was held near the 
Chicago O’Hare airport on 
September 24-26, 2019. At 
the meeting, the committee 
developed a draft report of 
proposed changes. As is usual, 
many changes are editorial 
in nature or clarifications of 
existing text, but some of the modifications and additions 
are more substantive. Here is an overview of some of the 
substantive changes that will appear in the report that was 
posted on the NFPA website on February 9, 2020.

Extinguisher Swap-Outs
One of the biggest discussions in the industry these days is 

the practice of “swap-outs”. That is the term used whenever 
an installed extinguisher is replaced. For stored-pressure 
dry chemical extinguishers, this is typically done at the 
time when the 12-year hydrostatic test is due. Although it is 
common practice for service companies to leave a “loaner” 
when an extinguisher is removed for servicing, “swap-outs” 
have become more common in recent years.

A new provision will require that the owner be notified 
whenever there is a removal or replacement of an existing 
extinguisher. Additionally, explanatory material was added 
to the annex that provides guidance on the practice of 
swap-outs. 

High Flow Extinguishers
Furnishings in buildings are classified as Class A common 

combustibles. Furnishings that also potentially involve 
flammable liquids are no longer Class A but become Class 
B hazards. The committee took the first step in recognizing 
this type of special hazard with the development of new 
annex material that describes a fire involving furnishings 
soaked with a flammable liquid. The committee notes in 
the committee statement that large-capacity dry chemical 
extinguishers are needed for Class A hazards that have the 
potential to involve flammable liquids. It is anticipated that 
further modifications will be made at the next committee 
meeting, regarding this type of hazard.

Signs for Extinguisher Cabinets
Changes were made to require extinguisher signs for 

extinguisher cabinets where the extinguisher cannot be 
readily seen. The intent is that the extinguisher inside 
the cabinet either needs to be visible or a sign needs to 
be installed. The new provisions apply to cabinets that do 
not have transparent covers or windows in the doors and 
cabinets with extinguishers that are not visible from the 
normal path of travel.

Extinguishers for Protection of  
Electronic Equipment

New explanatory text was added to the annex that 
says extinguishers provided for the protection of delicate 
electronic equipment are typically halogenated agent and 
water mist extinguishers with Class A ratings. Although 
it is well established that clean agent extinguishers are a 
match for computers, servers, telecommunications, and 
robotics, there is a need to emphasize that water mist 
extinguishers are also appropriate and have a Class C rating 
and contain de-ionized water with a low mineral content. 
Consequently, they have many of the same applications as 
halogenated agents.

Extinguisher Theft Deterrent Devices
Extinguisher theft and tampering is a problem in some 

buildings, such as colleges and university dormitories, 
where extinguishers are installed in extinguisher cabinets. 
New annex text provides information that is useful for 
these situations. The new explanatory material says that 
extinguishers in cabinets can be monitored for tampering 
or theft by theft deterrent devices that provide an alarm or 
other indication when the extinguisher is removed from the 
cabinet. This equipment is important for areas where there 
is a need for monitoring extinguishers for theft.

Strap-Type Brackets
Since extinguishers installed in vehicles can become 

dislodged, they are required to have strap-type brackets. 
Although existing text is intended to also apply to other 
locations, it is often missed by users of the standard. 
Subsequently, a new paragraph was added that specifically 
requires extinguishers subject to dislodgement to be installed 
with approved strap-type brackets, specifically designed to 
prevent dislodgement. The new provision should improve 
safety where dislodgement is a potential hazard.

Standard for 
 is 

undergoing a revision. The first 

Committee was held near the 

the meeting, the committee 
developed a draft report of 

many changes are editorial 

By Mark Conroy

NFPA1018
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Article 2 Cont’d

Extinguisher Cabinets with Scored Panels
Since it is unsafe to have a cabinet that has a scored front 

panel without a device for breaking the panel for immediate 
access to the extinguisher, a new paragraph was added to 
address this concern. The new text requires extinguisher 
cabinets with break-front panels to be provided with 
breaker bars or hammers. Another new paragraph requires 
missing breaker bars or hammers and broken, damaged, or 
missing scored-panels to be replaced.

Monthly Inspections of Extinguishers
When a visual inspection is performed on an extinguisher, 

it is removed from its mounting location and examined. 
At that time, the extinguisher is hefted or weighed and 
corrective action is taken where needed. The revision 
makes the requirement for weighing or hefting only 
applicable to self-expelling, cartridge-operated, and pump 
tank extinguishers, since the extinguisher gauge can often 
be relied upon to determine if an extinguisher is full. The 
change is intended to accommodate electronic monitoring 
that does not include electronic weighing. The reliability 
of gauges came up during the debate and further changes 
might be needed during the next meeting.

Maintenance Records
At the time of the annual external examination, the monthly 

inspection items are also examined. A new paragraph now 
requires the monthly inspection items to be checked as part 
of the annual maintenance. Also a new paragraph permits the 
record for the monthly inspection that is performed during 
annual maintenance to be recorded with the maintenance 
record and not recorded separately as an inspection. This 
change came about because of confusion in the field. The 
result will clarify that a separate monthly inspection and 
separate record for that inspection is not needed during the 
month that an annual external examination is performed.

Water Mist Extinguishers
Since all water mist extinguishers should contain an agent 

that is electrically nonconductive, paragraph 4.1.4.3 is being 
deleted. The deletion may not be enough to solve problems 
in the field and is likely to be further modified during the 
second revision meeting. At issue is whether a water mist 
extinguisher manufactured prior to August 15, 2002, should 
be removed from service or simply have the agent comply 
with the electrical conductivity requirements (de-ionized 

water). Replacing the agent in these extinguishers with 
newer de-ionized water replacement agent creates a conflict 
with the extinguisher nameplate information. The deletion 
of text does not resolve this problem. Further discussions 
are needed to resolve this issue.

Foam Agent Replacement
Existing text requires foam extinguishing agent to be 

replaced every 3 years and a hydrostatic test performed 
every 5 years. A change was made to require the replacement 
interval to be in accordance with the extinguisher 
manufacturer’s instructions and not to exceed the 5-year 
hydrostatic test interval. This will require diligence on 
the part of servicing companies, as some manufacturer’s 
instructions dictate a 3-year replacement, while others 
allow 5-year replacement. 

Pressure Gauges
A new requirement was added to mandate the replacement 

of broken, cracked, illegible, damaged, nonworking, or 
water-contaminated pressure gauges. Although this seems 
obvious, the standard has never mandated it. This change 
is intended to improve safety and require more diligence 
in examining gauges and replacement of those that are no 
longer in a usable condition.

What is Next?
Public comments on the 

first draft revision are 
due May 6, 2020, and the 
committee must meet by 
November 2020 to develop 
their second and final report 
on recommended changes to 
NFPA 10. The next edition of 
NFPA will be issued by the 
NFPA Standards Council in 
August of 2021, which will 
allow for any final public 
debates to occur during the 
NFPA Convention and Expo 
in June of 2021. F

Mark Conroy is an engineer in our 
Boston office and a member of the 
NFPA Technical Committee on 
Portable Fire Extinguishers.
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Article 1 Cont’d

Class K Extinguishers
Your next step is to install extinguishers 

for the additional hazards. The 
cooking areas of restaurants 
need special extinguishers. 
Every appliance that uses 
cooking oil needs Class 
K extinguishers. This 
includes deep fat fryers, 
griddles, and stovetop 
pans. In simple terms, 
Class K extinguishers 
are required for the pro- 
tection of these cooking 
appliances because of 
the special fire hazards 
(potential grease fires). 
NFPA 10 says you need a Class K extinguisher within 30 
ft travel distance of these appliances. The words “travel 
distance” means the actual walking distance from an 
appliance around fixed objects to reach an extinguisher. For 
this reason, there is often more than one Class K extinguisher 
for large kitchen areas. Place Class K extinguishers so that 
they protect several appliances. If you have two or three 
appliances and you can put one Class K extinguisher within 
30 ft of those appliances, you have covered the hazard. You 
do not need an extinguisher for each appliance, just one 
within 30 ft. But often times there are multiple cooking 
stations, so make sure each station has a Class K extinguisher 
within 30 ft.

Class K Extinguisher Signs
Always remember to install a sign that says the 

extinguishing system must be discharged prior to using 
an extinguisher. NFPA requires these signs be installed for 
each Class K extinguisher. Brooks has made your job easier 
with two options. Our signs (BL189 and A273) are code 
compliant, so either one will work for your customer. 

Extinguisher Location Signs
For most restaurants, it is difficult to predict where 

the workers will place food items and cookware. Often 
extinguishers will become hidden from view. That is why it 
is a good idea to install an extinguisher sign in the vicinity 
of every extinguisher in the food preparation and cooking 
area. That way the extinguisher locations will be easy to 
identify in the event of a fire. And when you install the signs, 
make sure they are not only adjacent to the extinguisher but 
also visible from the normal path of travel.

For restaurants, always anticipate installing ABC dry 
chemical extinguishers for building coverage and Class K 
extinguishers for the cooking area—do not forget the signs 
for the Class K. With these simple tips, you should be able 
to provide the right type and number of extinguishers for 
restaurants and make sure your customers are code compliant 
for extinguisher coverage and required signage. F
Mark Conroy is an engineer in our Boston office and a member of the NFPA 
Technical Committee on Portable Fire Extinguishers.

NFPA 10, Class K Hazards, 6.6.2 Maximum 
travel distance shall not exceed 30 ft (9.15 m) from the 
hazard to the extinguishers.

NFPA 10, Signs for Class K Extinguishers, 
5.5.5.3 Where a hazard is protected by an automatic 
fire protection system, a placard shall be conspicuously 
placed near the extinguisher that states that the fire 
protection system shall be actuated prior to using the 
fire extinguisher.

6.1.3.3.2 In rooms and in locations where visual 
obstructions cannot be avoided, signs or other means 
shall be provided to indicate the extinguisher location.

6.1.3.3.3 Signs or other means used to indicate fire 
extinguisher location shall be located in close proximity 
to the extinguisher.

6.1.3.3.4 Signs or other means used to indicate fire 
extinguisher location shall be visible from the normal 
path of travel.

NFPA 10, Extinguisher Signs

AX260 & AX262

BL189 A273

“  Always remember to install a 
sign that says the extinguishing 
system must be discharged  
prior to using an extinguisher.”
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Legislation & Code

National Defense Authorization Act
The NDAA was signed into law by President Trump on 

December 20, 2019. The new law includes statutory language 
ensuring fire extinguishers on all military installations. The 
Brooks team would like to express our sincere thanks to all 
of our customers that were instrumental in lobbying for the 
inclusion of the extinguisher wording in the final bill. The 
next step is to work with the military to have the military 
building code (UFC) updated to include the mandatory 
wording regarding extinguisher installations.

Washington, D.C. Fire Code
The new DC fire code included the 906.1 exception 

(allowance for removal of extinguisher in buildings with 
sprinklers), but an emergency code change meeting was 
held on December 20, 2019.  In that meeting, FEMA 
GRC provided testimony before the Construction Code 
Coordinating Board (CCCB) Fire Code Technical Advisory 
Group, in support of removing the 906.1 exception. The 
Advisory Group voted in favor of removing the exception. 
The CCCB Board met on January 16, 2020, to vote on the 
removal of the 906.1 exception. The Board adjourned before 
any vote took place. The Board is scheduled to meet again 
on February 10, 2020, to finalize debate and vote on removal 
of the 906.1 exception.

NFPA Codes and Standards
NFPA 10 (fire extinguishers) is undergoing a revision. 

The first meeting of the NFPA Committee was held in the 
fall of 2019. At the meeting, the committee developed a 
draft report of proposed changes, which will be posted on 
the NFPA website on February 26, 2020. Another meeting 
will be held later this year to address comments generated 
from the first draft report. The new edition of NFPA 10 is 
scheduled for release mid-2021. 

NFPA 96 (commercial cooking operations) and NFPA 
17 and 17A (dry and wet chemical systems) are in the final 
stages of revision. Food trucks and temporary cooking is 
being moved from the annex into the chapters of NFPA 96 
for adoptability and enforceability reasons. NFPA 17A has 
a new chapter for protection of mobile equipment, such 
as mining equipment. These new editions should become 
consent documents issued by the Standards Council at the 
end of April and become available by mid May, 2020.  

NFPA 72 (signaling systems) is in the same revision 
cycle as NFPA 10. Meetings were held late 2019 for the 
development of a first draft report, which will be posted 
on the NFPA website on February 26, 2020, with comments 
due May 6, 2020, and meetings later this year to address 
comments. Similar to NFPA 10, new edition of NFPA 72 is 
scheduled for release mid-2021. F

Brooks Tracks Legislation and Code Updates
By Mark Conroy

Employee Spotlight

Meet Jason Spargo, Account Manager
Looking for a new opportunity in a new industry, Jason 

joined Brooks on Valentines Day (February, 14th) in 2017. 
Coming from the building industry, Jason brings over 20 
years of sales experience with him, including corrugated 
sales. All of which has helped to prepare him for success as 
a Brooks Account Manager.

Each day, he handles customer phone calls, emails, and web 
orders and researches customer requests to help answer their 
questions and solve their problems. To Jason, it’s all about 
utilizing his experience and knowledge to “create a great 
sales experience for my customers.” And he enjoys talking 
to his customers, trying to develop long-term relationships 
through exceptional customer service. “My goal is to know 
about their day and how they are doing. I care on a personal 
level—I’m not just all business,” says Jason.

Enjoying his position with Brooks, Jason says his overall 
goals are to “keep his customers happy,” which goes a 

very long way in keeping Brooks 
management happy. As for what 
motivates him day in and day out, 
he credits his wife, of a year and a 
half, for making each new day as 
great as the previous one. 

Speaking of marriage, Jason has 
two stepchildren—a boy and a 
girl from his recent marriage. And 
when he’s not at work, he and 
his wife love to travel, recently 
visiting Crete, San Diego, and San Francisco. Jason also 
enjoys fishing and home-brewing craft beers—I’m just not 
sure in which order. He also enjoys cleaning the house, 
because it keeps his wife happy. That’s cool. Okay, here’s to 
rods and reels, IPA, and Krazy Kleen! F
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2151 Smoke Detector  
& Accessories

Silent Knight® Pull Stations

Wheelock Exceder™ low current 
STROBES and HORN STROBES require 
fewer power supplies, smaller wire 
gauge, and reduced wire runs. Complies 
with NFPA 72, 2019. UL and ULC listed. 
Meets CSFM and RoHS.

System Sensor’s 2151 PHOTOELECTRIC SMOKE 
DETECTOR detects smoke from a wide range of 
combustion sources, while reducing false alarms.

VESDA® VLI Detectors

Wheelock Horns/Strobes

VESDA VLI DETECTORS 
are for industrial applications 
and harsh environments up 
to 2000 sq m (21,520 sq ft). 
VLI880 comes with both 
relays and Ethernet; VLI885 
includes VESDAnet.

Silent Knight DUAL-ACTION SKPSDA 
PULL STATION requires two motions 
to activate, while the SINGLE-ACTION 
SKPSSA PULL STATION requires only 
one. UL listed.

SKPSSA

VESDA VPP105 is a shorter pipe 
at 3/4” x 71/2’, making it UPS and 
FedEx shippable, saving you money! 
More sizes available.

2151

VLI880

VPP105

LHSR3

Pre-cut lengths of 1/2” 
GALVANIZED CONDUIT to 
dramatically reduce system 
installation time.

Galvanized Conduit




